Senator's Son Projects 'Youth Image'

Youngest Kerr Jumping Into Race

By Joe Carter

Senator Henry C. Kerr announced yesterday that his 17-year-old son, Mr. Joe Carter Kerr, will run for the Kansas House of Representatives on the Democratic ticket. Mr. Kerr said he had been prompted to run by the same political concerns that led him to the state Senate. "This is a new face on the political scene," he said. "I think it's important to have young people involved in government."

Missouri's Most Promising Politician

Missouri's Democratic Party has announced that it will support the candidacy of Mr. Joe Carter Kerr. "He is the bright young star of our party," said Rep. Wally Jackson. "He has a bright future in politics." Mr. Kerr, who has been active in local Democratic politics, will be the youngest member of the state legislature.

Some Dems Join GOP Forces

LBJ In For Fight Over Budget Plan

Reds Down General; He Escapes

JACKSON (AP) — Congressmen from both parties have condemned the proposals of President Johnson for a major budget fight. "It's a disgrace," said Rep. Carl Case. "We're spending far too much money." Rep. John P. G. Delaney added, "It's a great shame."

Mao Claims Victory

Massive Red China Gunfight Reported

HONG KONG (AP) — Gunfighters have prodded the Hong Kong government and local residents to end the fighting. "We are prepared to end the fighting. We are prepared to end the suffering," said a government official. "We are prepared to end the losses."

The Inside News

Cool Front Chills State

Tornadoes Kill Five; Hurt 222

Two Killed In Explosion

GRUENSBURG, Vt. (AP) — Two workers were killed and two others injured in an explosion at a Vermont charcoal factory. "It's a terrible moment for all of us," said Gov. Reginald B. Hinckley. "We are deeply saddened by the loss of life."

Ripplin Criples Rio, Destroys Villages

Rape of Vietnamese Women

Barfield Red Getting Lumpy

New York's Democratic Party's new political strategy is worrying some party leaders. "This is not the way to run a campaign," said Rep. Robert E. Byrd. "We need to be more aggressive."
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All of us at OG&E say...Thank you citizens of Midwest City for your vote of confidence

We already appreciate your generous expression of confidence and faith in the OG&E Company by renewing our electric franchise last Tuesday.

You have reinvigorated us with the assurance that you desire our service to continue. At OG&E, we are committed to providing reliable and efficient service to our customers. We are dedicated to ensuring that your needs are met and exceeded.

Sincerely,
YOUR MIDWEST CITY FRIENDS AT OG&E
OKLAHOMA GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

April, 1967, Oklahoman, P.O. Box 7125, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73107

George W. Bass

1001 east 12th street

317-5427

Insurance for Homeowners

Business
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Fantastic value! Airline ‘74 sq. in. personal-size TV
$66

Camp high ‘n’ dry! Save ‘101 on this Wards camper
$378

Fabulous shirt buy for boys
88¢

Signature dryer at new low price!
$66

SAVE ON MISSSES’ BRIEFS
WED. ONLY

Signature® Dressmaker Sewing Machine
$55

2 for $1

SAVE ON MISSSES’ BRIEFS
WED. ONLY

Wards all-frostless refrigerator-freezer
$259
Says Audiences ‘Getting What They Want’
Outside Critic Cool Toward Mummers

Dr. John Carter

The Oklahoman

Mummers' week is approaching, and the community is preparing for the annual parade and performances. Our outside critic offers a cool perspective on the Mummers, highlighting the educational benefits of participating in such events.

---

‘Rare’ Use Promised
Eminent Domain Power Given to City Agency

City leaders have been given eminent domain power to facilitate development projects. This move has sparked discussions about the balance between property rights and community needs.

---

Ramsay's

REGULAR DINNER

88¢

Regular dinner special at Ramsay's.

---

Magnavox

ANNUAL SALE

STARTS MONDAY JAN. 30th
EXCITING ONCE-A-YEAR SAVINGS ON:

- Astro-Sonic Color
  Stereo Theaters from $799
- Magnavox Color Television from $399
- Astro-Sonic Stereo
  High-Fidelity from $299
- Big Screen Monochrome TV from $154
- Solid-State Stereos
  Consoles from $139
- Solid-State TV-No Tuners from $109
- Quality Portable TV from $64
- Solid-State Stereo Portables from $64
- Solid-State Tape Recorders from $44
- Solid-State Portable Radios from $49

Make your selections early! Quantities are limited.

---

GOSPEL CONCERT

FEATURED YOUR FAVORITE QUARTETS

REVIVAL — OF SONG

OAK RIDGE QUARTET

PERFORMING A "SINGING TIMES IN BETH"

PAUL SENTRY SINGERS

A "WALT DISNEY SHOP"

CHAPELAI QUARTET

FRIDAY - JAN. 27 - 8:00 PM

SHEPHERD MALL AUDITORIUM

1701 NW 23rd

LEE'S TV ELECTRONICS

3105 S.W. 39

JIM DAVIDSON

YOU CAN COUNT ON US
Miners’ Hill is Ineligible

Not only do the Miners have a tough road ahead of them, but they also have to deal with the ineligible status of Hill. This makes their journey even more challenging. (Source: Sports Briefs)

Bombers Trounce Putnam City

The Bombers showed their prowess in the game against Putnam City, winning with a strong performance. (Source: Sports Briefs)

Sweet Case Studies

A detailed analysis of the sweet case studies reveals valuable insights into the subject matter. (Source: Sweet Case Studies)

Phil Ford

A big little man

Phil Ford’s biography was featured in the article, highlighting his impressive career and achievements. (Source: Sweet Case Studies)

Never Before maybe never again

FANTASTIC LOW PRICES
4 DAYS ONLY

Montgomery Ward

RIVERSIDE
ST-107

2nd Tire $1

2nd Tire Only 1.98 More Per Tire

LIFETIME QUALITY AND ROAD HAZARD GUARANTEE

NO MONEY DOWN AT WARDS—FAST, FREE MOUNTING

Riverside

OUR FINEST NYLON TIRE

2nd Tire $5

30 MO. GUARANTEE

When you buy 6,50-13 Treadlife Blackwall at regular trade-in price

LIFETIME QUALITY AND ROAD HAZARD GUARANTEE

GO-POWER FOR FAST, PAIN WIN STARTS

Longlife BATTERIES

Lifeline Wheel Balance & Tire Rotation... 1.98

AUTO SERVICE CENTERS
American Stock Exchange  

**Vast Military Budget Asked**

Washington, D.C. (AFP) — The White House asked Congress for a $47 billion increase in the military budget, raising the total to $749 billion for fiscal year 1973. The request, outlined in the President's annual budget proposal, is the highest in history and is expected to spark a debate in Congress over defense spending.

**Mutual Funds**

In a Baker Case, Eavesdropping Evidence Killed

Washington, D.C. — The Supreme Court of the United States has ruled in a case involving the eavesdropping evidence that was used to prosecute a man for fraud. The court found that the evidence was obtained in violation of the Fourth Amendment, and therefore inadmissible in the trial.

**Weather Word**

Oklahoma Roundup

In Midwest City, Council Turns Down Library Air Cooler

A council meeting in Midwest City was interrupted when a proposal was made to install an air cooler in the public library. The proposal was met with strong opposition from members of the community, who argued that it would be a waste of money and unnecessary.

**Counter Stocks**

Stocks Get Slight Gain

On Wall Street, the Dow Jones Industrial Average gained 1.5 points, reaching 1,425.5. The gain was attributed to the optimism about the economy and the prospect of a strong earnings season.

**Classified Advertising**

CALL OR 2-3322 TODAY!
**Evans Home Furnishings**
800 S. Western

**THIS AD IS DESIGNED TO INFORM**

All good advertising is informative. It tells every important fact about the offer made and does not leave out any important fact. If this ad leaves any question in your mind unanswered, call us and we will answer it in our next ad.

**BECAUSE** We believe our washer offer can actually save you hundreds of dollars when compared with most other total washer offers you could buy!

**THE WASHER**

Every fact we have on this washer is included so it should be an easy sale. Makers have not and will not sell you a higher price washer when you can save money because we honestly believe this to be the actual washer for every buyer and every wash job that can be done by any washer. You forgive other higher price washers and lower price washers. We have them all and will sell the one but we will only recommend this washer and nothing else.

**This is Frigidaire Jet Action!**

Feature-filled for the finest washing by Frigidaire!

- **179 TOTAL PRICE**
- **5 YEAR WARRANTY**

**IF YOU DON'T READ ANY OTHER PART OF THIS AD - READ THIS BEFORE YOU BUY! ASK?**

You Before You Buy a Washer

**Evans $179**

**THE GUARANTEE**

Our guarantee is - if you agree at the time of purchase of any and all washes, to every washer they have made and will be repairing during the last 5 years. Windshield if you have a single or 3 washers and it cost you 100 times the cost of the washer and we paid for it. Why don't we make a guarantee? Windshield if you have a single or 3 washers and it cost you 100 times the cost of the washer and we paid for it. Why don't we make a guarantee?

Why don't we make a guarantee? We have a single or 3 washers and it cost you 100 times the cost and we paid for it. Why don't we make a guarantee? We have a single or 3 washers and it cost you 100 times the cost and we paid for it.

**Appraisals Ready To Start In Area**

City Gets $15.5 Million For Renewal

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. officials said today that the company is ready to start in area with the purchase of the property. The company is ready to start in area with the purchase of the property.

**Go Go Goodyear**

AMERICA'S LARGEST TIRE COMPANY

**Get a No. 1 Deal**

From the No. 1 Tire Co.

**NO MONEY DOWN**

UPTO $2000 TO PAY TERMS AS LOW AS $12.5 PER WT.

**FREE**

Get a No. 1 Deal

From the No. 1 Tire Co.

**AMERICA'S LARGEST G.E. APPLIANCE DEALER**

**Free**

Get a No. 1 Deal

From the No. 1 Tire Co.
THIS AD IS DESIGNED TO INFORM
All good advertising is informative. It tells every important fact about the offer made and does not leave out any important fact.
If this ad leaves any question in your mind unanswered call us and we will answer it in our next ad.

BECAUSE We believe our washer offer can actually save you hundreds of dollars when compared with most other total washer offers you could buy!

THE WAS

Every fact we know on this washer is either old or new. Evans will sell you a washer when you come in because we believe the ideal washer for every family is one custom made by Appliance. New and used washers and lower priced washers. We sell them for we not only recommend them.

GET A NUMBER ONE DEAL on General Electric AUTOMATIC WASHERS and DRYERS NO MONEY DOWN WITH TRADE UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY!

2 Speed-2 Cycle Washer
- 14-lb. Capacity
- Filter Flo
- Load Selector
- High Speed
Just Say "Charge It!"
$2.25 WEEKLY
$179.95

Automatic Filter Flo Washer
- 14-lb. Capacity
- Filter Flo
- Load Selector
Just Say "Charge It!"
$2.00 WEEKLY
$159.95

High Speed G.E. Dryer
Three heat selector with automatic heat dryer control
ALSO GAS MODEL AVAILABLE
Charge $1.50 MONTHLY
$119.95

OKLAHOMA'S LARGEST GENERAL ELECTRIC MAJOR APPLIANCE DEALER

EASY BUDGET TERMS

BEFORE YOU BUY! ASK!

You, Before You Buy a Washer
Job Questions.
Your Needs
Cost Savings
Hundreds of Dollars

for instance, if answered and not a low price washer, but one costing twice as much, a negative result. When you shop and compare prices, be sure you know the facts. The low-priced alternate one may only be to get you in and sell you a higher price washer.

Ask about the guarantee. After all, it's your money that's going to pay for the washer. Just come right over and ask if the washer you're looking at carries a full one-year guarantee for a year on all parts and service. Then it's a real bargain. Granted we know how much money it would cost you to keep a low-priced washers a year. And that's the price of the other one, you know, because it and see it yourself doubles in price.
THIS AD IS DESIGNED TO INFORM
All good advertising is informative. It tells every important fact about the offer made and does not leave out any important fact.
If this ad leaves any question in your mind unanswered call us and we will answer it in our next ad.

BECAUSE We believe our washer offer can actually save you hundreds of dollars when compared with most other total washer offers you could buy!

THE WA!
Every fact we have on this washer is one of our Hardest Facts. We have no washer when you go in because we have the only washer for every family. We don't care what you pay for your washer, we have the lowest price washer and we will match it for $1. That's right, you can get a washer for $1. We will even match it for $1. That's right, you can get a washer for $1. We will even match it for $1.

REFRIGERATOR VALUES

2-Door REFRIGERATOR

$218.00
- 2 Door
- Slide Out Shelves
- Frost Free

GOODYEAR

DIAL DEFROST REFRIGERATOR

$179.00
- 1 Cabinet Shelf
- Protection plan

YOUR CHOICE $299.95

fastest ice crusing!

THE GUARANTEE

Our guarantee completely covers 13 parts and is a good deal for everyone. We believe our fridges are the best and we will stand behind them. We believe our fridges are the best and we will stand behind them. We believe our fridges are the best and we will stand behind them.

We Want Our Customers to be Completely Satisfied

NO MONEY DOWN

ON OUR NEW PAY PLAN

Before you buy, ask us!

Go Where the Action Is
Go GO General Electric
FOR EVERYDAY FREEZER VALUES!

UPRIGHT OR CHEST TYPE FREEZER

GE

FREE DELIVERY
We Service What's Sold

Go With the Action
On The Fabulous Self-Cleaning P/7 Range

Buy it Now...New High Style
JUST SET THE DIAL...WATCH THE ACTION

- Lighted cooking surface
- Automatic Timer
- Stain and stop automatic cover
- High speed...Control surface units

YOURS FREE OVER $350.

IMAGINE!!

A RANGE OVER
Go With the Action

A/24 BUDGET RANGE

$249.95

EXCLUSIVE! We have the lowest price on the market.

WOODSIDE BUDGET RANGE

$94.95

Exclusive! We have the lowest price on the market.

WOODSIDE BUDGET RANGE

$249.95

EXCLUSIVE! We have the lowest price on the market.

WOODSIDE BUDGET RANGE

$94.95

Exclusive! We have the lowest price on the market.

WOODSIDE BUDGET RANGE

$249.95

EXCLUSIVE! We have the lowest price on the market.
EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 So. Western

BECAUSE we believe our washer offer can actually save you hundreds of dollars when compared with most other total washer offers you could buy!

THE WA!

Every fact we have on this washer is subject to change. Evans will not make that washer when you come in because we do not have any special order requests from any other product. We have the washers and lower price washers. We get them but we still vary enormously.

THE GUAR.

Our guarantees and warranties are not valid or effective if you do not purchase the product from us. If you do not purchase the product from us, we cannot help you with any repairs or service. If you do not have the warranties and guarantees that we have, you will not be entitled to any warranty or service. If you have any doubts about this, please ask your Evans representative.

THE PAY.

Why don't all companies do this?

All we can give you for the money is a five cent discount. We know that all the major companies will not give you five cents. We will give you five cents because we want to make sure that you are getting the best deal possible. The only way you are going to get the best deal is if you ask your Evans representative.

BEFORE YOU BUY! ASK!

for instance if you answered on the line for a five cent discount, but you are coming twice as much money is going to get you a higher price. Ask about the guaranteed price. This is a five cent discount. We have for you any body else you know of who is selling or who can sell for the best. Look out. This is one of the best prices anywhere. We want to get you and sell you a higher price.

You can ask about the guaranteed price. This is a five cent discount. We have for you any body else you know of who is selling or who can sell for the best. Look out. This is one of the best prices anywhere. We want to get you and sell you a higher price.

General Electric Go GO ACTION
On the Fabulous "Self-Cleaning" P7 Range
Buy it Now... New High Style

SOME MODELS AVAILABLE IN NEW AVOCADO, SOME MODELS AVAILABLE IN COPPERSTONE OR WHITE

WE DO OUR OWN FINANCING At Goodyear

NO MONEY DOWN
ON OUR EASY PAY PLAN
EVANS
Home Furnishings
830 So. Western

BECAUSE We believe our washer offer can actually save you hundreds of dollars when compared with most other total washer offers you could buy!

THE WA!

Every fact we have on this washer is for its sake. Normal wear will not hurt a washer when you learn in because we use the best material for every family we can afford. This is the washer we sell. We think the washer and lower prices. We will return them but we will not guarantee them.

No. 1 DEAL from
Oklahoma's Largest G.E. Dealer

Choice of Black or Ivory

PORTABLE

CHOICE OF BLACK OR IVORY

- 125 Watts Light
- 120 Volt AC
- Automatic Switch
- Instant On and Off
- 3/4" Spout

PORTABLE

LOWEST PRICE EVER

- 110 Volts
- 60 Hz
- 3-Wire
- 15 Amps

ONLY $49.95

$69.95

ROLL-AROUND TELEVISION

COMPLETE WITH STAND

ONLY $76.95

$125.00 WEEKLY

90 Days Same as Cash

BEAUTY IN A PORTABLE

DESIGNER 21

ALL CHANNELS
- 90 DAY FREE SERVICE
- WOOD CABINET
- UP FRONT SOUND

$169.95

Easy Terms

BEFORE YOU BUY! ASK!

for instance if you were to buy an ad in a little cozy, it would be more effective. And we know that the offer made and does not have to be quite as high to be effective, but it does have to be quite effective to be effective.

The Oklahoma Journal
The Paper That Tells Both Sides

Appraisals Ready To Start In Area

City Gets $15.5 Million For Renewal

Play Anywhere - All Transistor

Roses are Red and G.E. COLOR TV

WON'T FORGET IT

NOW EVERYONE CAN AFFORD

COLOR TELEVISION

$239.95

WE ARE

COLOR TELEVISION HEADQUARTERS

CHECK US ON COLOR TV

- We Have The Stock
- We Have The Terms
- We Have The Service

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION

STATE

Wind Rips Buildings At Clinton

THE GUAR

Our guarantee is to the consumer only. It is that we will control the time, the quality, and the quantity of gas consumed. That guarantee is not limited to the original 1940s, prior to the present lack of price control. We believe that the guarantee is effective for all three reasons:

1. We have a guarantee for the consumer.
2. We guarantee for the consumer who bought the product.
3. We believe the guarantee is effective.

We believe that the guarantee is effective. We do not believe the guarantee is effective.

The Year

The year was 1950. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States.

The Year

The year was 1950. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States.

The Year

The year was 1950. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States.

The Year

The year was 1950. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States.

The Year

The year was 1950. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States.

The Year

The year was 1950. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States.

The Year

The year was 1950. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States.

The Year

The year was 1950. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States.

The Year
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The Year
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The Year
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The Year
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The Year

The year was 1950. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States.

The Year

The year was 1950. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States. It was the first year that television sets were made in the United States.
EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 S. Western

BECAUSE We believe our washer offer can actually save you hundreds of dollars when compared with most other total washer offers you could buy.

THE WA

Every fact we have on this washer is on our chart. National Form will not try to wash what you bring to them because we are the dealer for every major brand by make. We put the washer and lower price washer. We sell them but we still go representative.

THE GUAR

Our guarantee is complete and solid. If your machine is found to be less than perfect, it will be returned to factory during a 30-day period. The parts and labor are free of charge. There is no hidden fee. The only cost is $25.00. We guarantee $25.00 for any protection. Why can we add the guarantee? Companies must charge over

This is Fr

Feature-filled for the
Front washing by Frigidaire!

Get a
deeal
on the
tire

The Oklahoma Journal

Appraisals Ready To Start In Area
City Gets $15.5 Million For Renewal

The Paper
That Tells
Both Sides

STATE

Wind Rips
Buildings
At Clinton

If The Year
Reclamations
On Alert

GOODYEAR TIRE SALE

SAY ON OUR HIGH-PERFORMANCE
4-PLY NYLON CORD TIRE!

SAFETY ALL-WEATHER
SALE PRICES $16.70

SAVE ON OUR MOST POPULAR
REPLACEMENT TIRE!

CUSTOM POWER CUSHION
$20.95

SURE-Grip FARM TIRES
REVENUE PRICES

3-T NYLON CORD TIRES AT EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!

FAMOUS ALL-WEATHER

$12

NO MONEY DOWN
FREE MOUNTING

GOODYEAR
THE SAFETY MINDED COMPANY

BEFORE YOU BUY! ASK!

1. Before You
Do You Want
Ask Questions?

2. How Much
You Pay
Ask Questions

3. We Pay
Are You Guaranteed
Ask Questions

4. If We Say
Ask Questions

5. Ask the Manager
All In Your Money
Have a Good Time

Asking about the guarantee is the price washer. But asking twice as much money is reimbursement upon your decision. Each deal, however, is the line of all goods. The discount will go to a higher price.

Siri's Rotter's Ire
EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 So. Western

BECAUSE We believe our washer offer can actually save you hundreds of dollars when compared with most other THE WA

THE GUAR

Our personal Guarantee is our way of saying to you we are confident you will be satisfied with the service we give you. No matter what you buy at Evans, you have 30 days to change your mind. You paid the price to buy, but if you want to return it, you have 30 days to pay for it. This policy is our way of saying to you, 'If you don't like it, take it back. We don't care about the price.'

WHY don't all companies do this?

All we ask you to do is return it. In this case, there are no restrictions. We know this is the service that you want. We can't offer you this service if you don't want it. We know that some companies will say no. Others will say, 'We have a policy, but we cannot change it.' We want to say, 'We have a policy, and we can change it.'

We are not trying to sell you anything, but we do want you to buy from us. We know you want to buy from us, and we want you to be satisfied with your purchase. We want you to feel comfortable with your purchase. We want you to feel that you made the right decision. We want you to be happy with your purchase. We want you to feel that you made the right choice.

End of the line.
THE GUARDIAN

Feature-filled for the

Great washing by Frigidaire!

- Large capacity electric washers
- 250 watt motor
- Chrome-plated cap
- Automatic wash cycle
- Easy-to-use control panel
- Dura-Wash

Quality Costs No

More at Goodyear.

Go First Class-Go Tappan!

90 DAYS

SAME AS

CASH! WE DO OUR OWN FINANCING!

JUST $250

WHEN YOU BUY

TAPPAN

NO MONEY DOWN

ON GOODYEAR EASY PAY PLAN

ONLY $250

WHEN YOU BUY

TAPPAN

NO MONEY DOWN

ON GOODYEAR EASY PAY PLAN

$199.95

MATCHED OVEN

WILLING...--

- LIFT-OFF-DOOR
- BIG-CAPACITY BROILER
- 30" OR 36"
- REMOVABLE RACKS
- ALL IN OVEN
- FOR BREAD BAKING

$129.95

90 DAYS

SAME AS

CASH! WE DO OUR OWN FINANCING!

BEFORE YOU BUY! ASK:

For instance if you answered an ad on a 25 lb. price washer, but the

washing machine to twice the size and more is advertised to have only one

washes instead of two. There are many factors that affect the

price and you are going to find a much better value with our higher

prices.

Ask about our guarantees! If you are satisfied with our facts and if you

decide not to buy the washer or dryer, we will refund your money in full.

The Tappan washers and dryers come with a full 90-day warranty, and

we stand behind our products 100%.

THE WA

Every fact we have on the washer is

true. Marcy Evans will not try

to convince you in any way to

buy the washer for money.

Your washer and dryer are

vend ones by your service man.

We have many more.

BECAUSE We believe our washer offer can actually save you hundreds of dollars when compared with

most other total washer offers you could buy.

TAPPAN

NO MONEY DOWN

ON GOODYEAR EASY PAY PLAN

ONLY $250

WHEN YOU BUY

TAPPAN

NO MONEY DOWN

ON GOODYEAR EASY PAY PLAN

$199.95

QUALITY Costs No

More at Goodyear.

Go First Class-Go Tappan!

90 DAYS

SAME AS

CASH! WE DO OUR OWN FINANCING!

BEFORE YOU BUY! ASK:

For instance if you answered an ad on a 25 lb. price washer, but the

washing machine to twice the size and more is advertised to have only one

washes instead of two. There are many factors that affect the

price and you are going to find a much better value with our higher

prices.

Ask about our guarantees! If you are satisfied with our facts and if you

decide not to buy the washer or dryer, we will refund your money in full.

The Tappan washers and dryers come with a full 90-day warranty, and

we stand behind our products 100%.
EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 So. Western

BECAUSE We believe our washer offer can actually save you hundreds of dollars when compared with most other THE WA

Every fact we have on this washer is on all ads. Notice! Evans will not try washer when you come in because it be the ideal washer for every family can be done by any machine. You Fix washers and lower price washers. We sell them but we still only become other.

GOOD YEAR
NO 1 DEALS ON AUTO SERVICE

AUTO SERVICE OFFERS

SPECIAL
GET YOUR CAR AT ITS LEVEL, BEST $8.88
ALL NEW SHOCKS
MOST CARS

BRAD SPECIAL
Adjust Brakes
Add Fluid if Needed
Check Brake Lines
PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT
Vail After 15 Days

REPACK SPECIAL
Clean and repack front wheel bearings
Check grease seals
Inspect nuts, bearings and
* PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT
Vail After 15 Days

BATTERY SPECIAL
*NATIONWIDE SERVICE
*FREE INSPECTION
*FREE INSTALLATION

24-Month GUARANTEE $6.00
TRADE IN ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR OLD BATTERY
36-Month GUARANTEE $9.00
TRADE IN ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR OLD BATTERY
48-Month GUARANTEE $10.00
TRADE IN ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR OLD BATTERY

FREE! FREE!
COMPLETE SAFETY CHECK
GET YOUR 1967 SAFETY CHECK STICKER NOW
OFER ENDS FEB. 28, 1967

BEFORE YOU BUY! ASK!
Yes, Before You
Buy a Molder
Ask Questions
Your Questions
Could Save You
Hundreds of Dollars.

For instance, if you answered on ad as a low price washer, but one
coating twice as much money is recommended when you shop and
ask for the best. Look out, chances are the low priced ad
placed was just bait to get
you in and sell you a higher price model.

Ask about the guarantee! After all this year's offer that is going to pay for the washer. Just come right
and ask if the washer you are looking at carries
a full and total guarantee for 5 years on all parts
and service. They don't take excuses. Demands to
know how much it would cost you to have a five
year guarantee on the washer. Add that to the price
of the washer plus interest if you finance it and
see if it doesn't double Evans price.